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Scottsdale Golf Competition Winners "Fall in Love" 
with Pravets Golf & Spa 
 

 
Alex, 2nd from right, on the 10th tee at Pravets 
 
These are the words used by Alex Brannetti and his 3 fellow golfers, who recently returned from their 4 
day golfing break to the Peter Harradine designed Pravets Golf & Spa in Bulgaria. In September of last 
year, Alex Brannetti won a golf break for 2, in a joint promotion by Scottsale Golf and Pravets Golf & Spa 
Resort. 
 
Alex was joined by 3 golfing friends, all from Camberley Heath Golf Club and they headed to Pravets at 
the end of May to take up their prize. We asked them for some feedback on their experience. This is 
what they wrote: 
 
"I had never even been to Bulgaria before, nevermind played golf there, so we did not know what to 
expect and to be honest my expectations were not that high.  
I could not have been more wrong! 
 
The resort and facilities at Pravets were absolutely fantastic. The golf course was superb, very well 
looked after and quite a challenge. We really liked the way Harradine separated all the holes with the 
mounding, which not only defines each hole but makes every hole seem totally seperate and unique. 
The greens were excellent and rolled so true.  
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All the staff at the clubhouse were genuinely friendly and ensured we had a good time. Clubhouse 
facilities spot on. We were there during the "BraemarChallenge" event, so we played in this and had 
great fun playing a Texas Scramble. Although not winning it was a great event and we certainly enjoyed 
the Glenfiddich from one of the sponsors. 
 
Overall, fantastic place and fantastic value, so much so we plan to return all being well in September and 
if not then in 2016." 
 

 
 
Alan Rogut, Braemar Golf Director of Golf at Pravets commented, "It was a pleasure to welcome Alex 
and his guests to Pravets and great timing to be here when the BraemarChallenge was on. We had a 
huge amount of entries through Scottsdale Golf for the competition, which helps spread the word about 
Pravets and Bulgaria. But as you can see from the reaction of Alex and his friends, people are always just 
blown away by the quality of the golf course, practice facilities, resort, value and especially the welcome 
they receive. Pravets and the golf in Bulgaria really is up there with anything you can find in Europe and 
year on year we see more players coming to give us a try - and they are never disappointed" 


